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1. The First Consultation on the Ph81"'98ceutical Industry rec~ded that 
UNIDO, in co-operation with an !d-h0£ panel of experts selected on the basis 
of equitable geographic distribution, prepare a ~t. complete with the 
necessary background notes OD various terws, conditions and variations thereof 
that could be included in contractual agreements. 

2. The First Consultation also rec~ that UNIDO should undertake a 
detailed study on relevant issues to be taken into account when negotiating 
transfer of technology agreements, considering the experience of developed 
countries. 

3. As a follow-up to the above rec~dations, UNIDO convened a Round Table 
meeting OD the Development of the Pbarwlceutical Industry at flilo~ia, 
Moroctt in December 1981, to advise UNIDO on the preparation of the 
contractual agreements, the composition of the !~hoc panel of experts and the 
study OD relevant issues for negotiating transfer of technology agreements. 

4. Thereafter, the ~~=gQ£ Panel of Experts was convened twice in Vienna, 
Austria in December 1982 and April 1983 respectively, to discuss and complete 
the three types of contractual agreements, and assist in the i11Plementation of 
the study. 

5. The study on relevant issues for negotiating transfer of technology 
agreements considering the experience of developed countries was carried out 
by a consultant selected in collaboration with the industry. 

6. The dOCU8ents referred to in para. 4 were discussed at the Second 
Consultation on the Phal"'ll8ceutical Industry. Thereafter, these were finalized 
by the ~d-b~ Panel of Experts in April 1985, taking into account the coments 
and suggestions 11ade at the Second Consultation. The documents have since been 
disseminated widely. 

7. In accordance with the recOJm11endations of the Second Consultation, 
additional documents on this issue have been prepared by the Secretariat for 
presentation at the Third Consultation. 

8. The Round Table Meeting wu convened at Mob• 111dia, Morocco, from 2 to 3 
December 1981 on the develop ent of the phanmceutical industry. The meeting 
advised UNIDO on the actions to be taken to illplement the rec~ndations of 
t~e First Consultation. It waa attended by 22 participants from 15 countries 
and the industry. The conclusions and recommmendations of the meeting on the 
subject of contractual arrangements were the following: * 
9. The UNIDO should prepare a document on contractual arrangements based on 
the following guidelines: 
a) be pri11arily addressed to parties negotiating transfer of technology 

8'reements: 
b) constitute an operational tool for enterpri•es in developing cc·mtries; 
c} daew attention to particular proble11a faced by developing countri~• in 

this field, particularly by least developed countries; 

* For detail see report UNIDO/PC.33 



d! duly consider the aain factors that haaper the successful transfer of 
technology and the develoP11ent of the pharmaceutical industry in 
developing countries. 

IO. In the preparation of the document the foll~ing main ~ri~£!El~~ shnulrl 
be taken into account: 

(a) Transfer of technology should contribute to the identification and 
solution of economic and social probleas related to the production 
and use of pharmaceuticals in developing countries, with an aim at 
substantially iaproving, at adequate costs and quality, the 
availability of essential drugs in developing countries: 

(b) The parties to a transfer of technology agreeaent should be 
responsive to the health, drug, industrial and other relevant 
policies of the receiving country, including iaport substituti~n. 
developaent of technical skills, pr0111otion of local innovation, 
etc.; 

'c~ Licensing agreements should contain fair and responsive terms and 
conditions, including payments, and be no less favourabl~ for th~ 
recipient than the terms and conditions usually applied by the 
supplier or other reliable sources for similar technologies under 
similar circumstan~es; 

:d The agreement should, in particular, 

:i) ensure the absorption of technology transferred by local 
personnel: 

. ii) all°"" the use, as far as possible, of locally availab1r
materials and services: 

:iii) facilitate and, in any case, do not restrict the adapt<ition 
and further development of tech.,·>logy received: 

: iv: include adequate guarantees for the performance of the 
parties obligations; 

(v·; provide full information on the characteristics of thr· 
technology and drugs to be manufactured, specially in resped 
of possible hazards and side effects: 

Cvi; do not contain unjustified restraints on the recipient's USP 

•of the technology. 

11. The Panel of Experts to be convened by UNIDO should pay pe:.rticular 
attention to the preparatjr.n of tenas and conditions, vari~ti.:>ns thereof and 
background notP.s relating to agreeaents for the aanufacture of intenaediates 
and bulk drugs. This should be without prejudice to consider1~~ the other 
types of arrangements as described in UNIDO docWDent PC.19. The already lari•: 
experience of developing countries in agreements for the formulation of dosag£> 
fonas should be adequately considered when dealing with arrangements for the 
transfer of technology for that purpose. 

12. Among other items to be inclu,'ed in such agreements, the Panel should 
g1vc special Attention to ~h~ following: 

aupply of intermediates and other major raw materia~s: 
transfer of improvements: 
conditions of remunerations; 
guarantPes: 
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uae of the technology after the expiration of the agreement; 
export of products; 
training of local personnel; 
confidentiality. 

13. The dOC1111eDt should also identify the restrictive clauses to be excluded 
from technology transfer agreements. 

14. The First meeting of the A~I!~ Panel of Experts was convened in Vienna, 
Auatria from 15 to 17 December 1982. The Second Meeting of the 69=1!2£ Panel 
was convened in ·1ienna from 25 to 29 April 1983. The list of the ~9=b2£ Panel 
members is given in Annexurea of the reports. * 

15. The Consultation took note of the three documents on contractual 
arrangements (ID/WG.393/1, 3 and 4) worked on by the members of the ~9=bQ£ 
Panel of Experts. These documents received the c011plete support of the 
developing countries. Although the Consultation considered those documents to 
be of great value, it however, was unable to reach full agreement on thea 
because of differences of opinion on certain points of those documents between 
developed and developing countries. 

16. The Consultation rec0111ended that: 
(a) UNIDO should reconvene the ~9=b2£ Panel at an early date in order 

to finalize the three documents in the light of comments and 
suggestions made at the Consultation; 

(b) UNIDO should disseainate the COllJ>leted documents as widely as 
possible to interested parties in developing and developed 
countries acknowledging that they were finalized by the ~d-bQ£ 
Panel; 

(c) UNIDO should assess, with the assistance of the ~g=b~ Panel, the 
uaefulneas of the documents two to three years after their 
dissemination in order to determine the need for their revision; 

(d) UNIDO, in co-operation with the A9=b~ Panel, should identify areas 
not covered by the three documents and prepare a ref crence paper 
covering those areas. This paper should be distributed i~diately 
to interested parties in dfov~loping and developed countries. The 
A~b~ Panel •Y rec~ that UNIDO submit the reference paper in 
an appropriate form to , ae Third Consultation; 

(e) UNIDO, in co-operation with the ~=h~ Panel, should prepare 
documents on: 
(i) Iteaa that could be included in contractual arranie.ents for 

the setting up of turn·-key planta for the production of bulk 
drugs or inte~diates, included in the UNIDO illuatrative 
list and for the produr.tion of formulations; 

(ii) Arrangements for technical assistance for the fon1Ulation of 
pharmaceutical forms. 

17. Those doCU11ents should be submitted to the Third Consultation. 

,----;~;-detaiia-a;e Reports ID/WG.385/4 and UNIDO/PC.62 
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18. The Third Meeting of the Ad-hoc Panel was convened from 22 to 24 April 
1985 in Vienna. 

19. The Pan~l finalized the three documents on contractual arrangements 
listed hereunder taking into account the C011111ents and suggestions made at the 
Second Consultation: 

Items which could be incorporated in =ontractual arrangements for the 
transfer of technology for the J1anufacture of those bulk 
drugs/intermediates included in UNIDO's illustrative list 
(ID/WG.393/1/Rev.2), 

Items which could be included in licensing arrangements for the transfer 
of technology for the formulation of pharmaceutical dosage forllS 
(ID/WG.393/3/Rev.2~. 

Items which could be included in contractual arrangements for the setting 
up of a plant for the production of bulk drugs (or interaediatesi 
included in UNIDO illustrative list CID/WG.393/4/Rev.2). 

20. ThP. ... eeting also reviewed the draft reference paper on the "Areas not 
covered in documents no. ID/WG.393/l, 3 and 4". 

21. The Panel discussed the outlines for the new documents to be prepared on 

Items which could be included in contractual arrangements for the setting 
up of a turn-key plant for the production of bulk drugs (or 
intermediates) included in UNIDO list 

Items which could be included in contractual arrangements for thP setting 
up of P turn-key plant for the formulation of pharmaceutical forms 

Items which could be included in contractual arrangements for technical 
assistance for the formulation of pharmaceutical dosage forms. 

22. The completed documents mentioned in para. 19 have been widely 
disseminated by UNIDO to interested parties in developing and developed 
countries. In few year·s ti•e and on the basis of adequate response from users 
in developed and developing countries, UNIDO aay with the assistance of Adhoc 
Panel would assess the usefulness of the dOCU11ents already disseminated in 
~rder to determine the ne~d for t~eir revision. 

23. No additiorial Panel meeting could be convened due to budgetary 
constraints by UNIDO. However, the four docWDents •entioned in paragraphs 20 
and 21 abov?. havP. been finalized by the Secretariat taking into account the 
written comments of the members of the Panel. 
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24. According to the rec<>1111endations of the Second Consultation, UNIDO 
presents to the Third Consultation the underlisted doc'Ultents. 

(A) The reference paper on "Areas not covered in docW1ents ID/WG.3~~/l, 3 and 
4" mentioned in paras. 16(d) and 20. 

This docuaent deals with additional clauses, the inclusion of whic~ wou~d 
complete the existing three dOCUJ1eDts no. ID/393/l, 3 and 4, the first two on 
licensing arrange11ents for transfer of technology for the manufacture of 
pharmaceutical chemicals, ~heir intermediates and for the production of 
for11Ulation of phar11Bceutical dosage forms, and the third on setting up of 
plants for the production of phanDaceutical chemicals respectively. 

The texts should be inserted into the existing finalized docuaents, i.e. 
ID/WG.393/1/Rev.2, ID/WG.393/3/Rev.2 and ID/WG.393/4/Rev.2. 

(B) The three documents relating to turnkey and technical assistance 
arrangements as mentioned in para. 21. 

Ci) !!!~-~b!£b_fQY!9_~!_i~£!Y9!Q_i~-£2n!r!£!Y!!_!rr!!!g~!D~~-fQr_!h~_!!!!!ng_ 
yp_Qf _!_!Yrn~!I_P!~!_fQr_!b!_Pr~Yf!!Qn_Qf_~y!h_9rY8!_iPb!~!f~~!i£!!_ 
fb!!l!f!!!_!nQ_!b!iLin!!~~!!!~!) 

This document provides general guidelines and proposals to be applied in 
negotiating the setting up of turnkey plants for the production of 
pnanaaceutical chemicals and their intermediates included in the UNIDO 
illustrative list. The docU11ent primarily deals with "cost reimbursable" tn>e 
of contracts, whereunder the contractor is re.unerated by a firm price, plus a 
variable price determined on the basis of the cost incurred for provision of 
aanagement assistance and supervisory s~rvices for erection, co11111issioning and 
start up of the plant as well as for other activities set forth in th£ 
contract. The document is Jl8inly addressed to enterprises in developing 
countries which are able and willing to set up domestic production facilities 
for pharmaceutical chemicals and/or their intermediates. 

Cii) !!~!-~bi£b_f2Y!Q_~!_i~£!Y9!9_in_£2n!r!£!Y!l_!rr!!!g~n!!_fQr_!b!_~!!!ing_ 
yp_Qf_!_!Yr~!I_~!!n!_f2r_!b!_PrQQY£!!2n_Qf_Pb!~£!~!i£!l_QQ!!g!_fQr!I! 

This document provides general guidelines, and proposals to be applied in 
negotiating the setting up of turnkey plant• for the production of 
pharmaceutical fonrubtions. The document is based on the "lump sum" type of 
turnkey agreement. The aodality prevails where the recipient lacks previous 
experience and knowledge in the field. The docuaent is mainly addressed to 
enterprises in developing countries. 

(iii) !!~-~bi~b-~2Yl~-~!_in~!Y~!9_in_!b!_£2n!r!£!Y!!_!rr!!lg~!n!!_f2r_ 
!!£bni£!l_!!!i!!!!!f!_f2r_!b!_f Q~Yl!!i2n_Qf_Pb!r!!£!Y~i£!l_QQ!~g~ 
f Q!'_"!I~ 

This document provides general guidelines and proposals to be applied ~n 
negotiating the arrangement for technical assietance for the productiOil of , 
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phanaaceutical dosage fonas. The document is intended to provide guidance for 
the negotiation and drafting of contracts for new entrepreneurs or thos~ who 
have already a pliillt in operation and would like to add new products or adopt 
new technology. 

All three docuaents include, when appropriate: 

(i) Elements to be taken into SCCOWlt in the negotiation ana drafting of the 
clauses; 

{ii) Technical aspects, and particularly difficulties that llBY be faced at the 
negotiating phase and i•plementation of the agreeaent; 

(iii) Concrete examples, wherever possible; 

(iv) RecOliiaendations as how to deal with the particular issues: 

(v} Possible clauses and variations thereof. 

The illustrative clauses provided in the documents are presented as 
examples that could be used to achieve the purpose of the agreements: thesP 
clauses, however, should not be considered as being exhaustive on covering all 
possible situations th~t can arise in transfer of technology, contra~tua] 

arrangements for setting up turnkey pJants or technical assistance. 

25. The material contained in the two documents on turnkey arrangements and 
one on technical assistance arrangements i5 the first atteapt to provide 
negotiating parties with a practical instrument adapted to the requirements of 
the sector at hand and to the specific needs of enterprises ir. developin~ 
countries. 

26. The originality and value of these doCUJBPnts as instruments for 
negotiation is due to the fact that they represent in themselves the product 
of a negotiation and concensus between representatives froK developed and 
developing countries, incorporating thus experience and up-to-date knowledge 
of contractual arrangements in the pharmaceutical industry. 

27. Participants at the Third Consultation are thus invited tc take note of 
action taken by the Secretariat and to •ake use of these documents in 
negotiating contracts for the establishllent of plants and/or transfer of 
pharmaceutical technologies. 
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Director 
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Deputy Chairman of the Board 
Ciba-Geigy AG 
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